Problem
In electrical systems, especially above 1,000 Volts, sufficient and properly maintained
equipment insulation helps ensure equipment longevity. However, manufacturing
defects, installation practice irregularities and vibrational wear and tear can all effect
the insulation integrity. As a result, unwanted electrical Partial Discharges (PD) may
be present including corona, tracking and arcing. These PD phenomena will damage
the insulation further and cause the defect to spread. If partial discharges are not
recognized in time, they can become critical with insulation damage resulting in short
circuit conditions and complete failure of the equipment.
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Detection of Partial
Discharge Using Ultrasound

Under practical conditions, thermal imaging with infrared cameras is frequently
deployed to identify unusual levels of heating at insulators, not visible to the eye,
sometimes caused by partial discharges. However, defects to insulation material
do not always cause an increase in temperature, or the impacted components
temperature may also be distorted by other normally hot components in the vicinity
and are simply missed when using this traditional test method.

Solution

SONUS and SONAPHONE handheld Ultrasound test devices can safely and accurately
detect insulation damage, even those that do not produce a heat signature. Not every
insulation defect will also create a temperature increase, although all these defects
do have one thing in common: they all produce noise in the ultrasound spectrum.
Treeing/Tracking is leakage of electric current between two points separated by an
insulating material caused by dirt, carbon particles, moisture, or other contaminants.
Arcing is visible plasma discharge between two electrodes that is caused by electrical
current ionizing gasses in the air. Arcing can be caused by intermittent shorts to
ground (Lightning is a form of Arcing) and treeing/tracking often leads to arcing if left
unchecked. Corona is an electrical discharge brought about by the ionization of a fluid
such as air surrounding a conductor that is electrically charged and is impacted by
conductor geometry as well as contamination. Corona on utility lines causes energy
loss but can be suppressed with improved insulation, specially designed corona rings
and ensuring high voltage electrodes do not have any pointy edges.
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In low and medium voltage power distribution systems, failure of the equipment
insulation is not only associated with costly repairs but will also lead to significant
downtime for the facility. In order to identify critical defects early and rectify them, it
is essential to regularly inspect insulators, windings, switches and fuse elements on
medium voltage cables, transformers, switchgear and disconnect units.
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Problem Definition

Ultrasound detectors work in the range
of 20-100KHz and use “heterodyning” to
translate the Ultrasound into the audible
range for the technician. SONUS and
SONPAHONE Ultrasonic testers use
high quality over-the-ear headphones
designed to allow you to attenuate 23
decibels of audible noise from the plant
operations. The detectors also show the
intensity of the signal in decibels (dB)
and may, depending on the sophistication
of the device, also show graphical
representations of the sound wave in the
frequency and time domain. SONUS and
SONOPHONE devices are available from
cost-efficient beginner models to multifunctional devices with touch-screen
display and selectable frequency tuning.
SONUS VUE APP and SONUS VUE PRO
PC software are also available for use
to capture and analyze sound files and
verify PD problem type and severity.
Detecting Corona on Insulators with a
Parabolic Sensor
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Arcing, tracking and corona each generate unique sound characteristic in the
ultrasound spectrum. A trained technician can discern between them based on
experience as well by using on screen information from the handheld Ultrasound
tester. All of these emissions produce ionization whereby neutral atoms and
molecules gain or lose electrons becoming an ion. The byproducts of ionization are
Ozone (O3) and nitric acid (HN03) which is destructive to most dielectric materials
and corrosive to certain metals. Radio frequency interference is another common
side effect of electrical partial discharge.
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Examples of Tracking on an Strain Relief Bushing and Arcing on Cable Jacket

Thanks to several optional accessories and probes, the SONUS and SONAPHONE test
devices are perfectly adapted to electrical inspections. For example, they can perform
PD detection through short distances with a basic airborne sound probe. Scanning
around panel seams or via ventilation louvers can be an effective means for detecting
PD on some equipment types.
Alternately, permanently mounted
40kHz Partial Discharge Sensors (PDS)
can be mounted on equipment and
an adapter cable for the SONUS or
SONOPHONE tester can be used. The
PDS sensor may be a standalone device
or part of an Infrared Window / visual
inspection system and it ensures an
unadulterated signal is received from
inside the equipment without any worry
about safety of the inspector. For longer
distances and overhead substation
applications, the parabolic sensor is also
available with a range of up to 45 meters
(150 feet).
Using Ultrasound on a Pad Mounted
Transformer
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Sonus Vue Pro Software Verifies that the Fault is Arcing

Conclusion
Performing Partial Discharge testing on electrical assets is an instrumental element
of a thorough Condition Based Maintenance program. Arcing, treeing/tracking,
corona and loose mechanical components can all be detected with either air borne,
or structure borne probes. Detecting and correcting these problems early will ensure
longer, more reliable electrical asset life.
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In addition to airborne ultrasound, loose insulators, windings or even vibrating
mechanical screw connections transmit ultrasonic waves into the equipment
structure, that are not audible to the human ear. However, the highly sensitive
structure borne probe used in conjunction with our SONUS or SONOPHONE handheld
Ultrasound test devices will detect these sound waves and will transform them into
audible frequencies. In this manner, even these electromechanical defects can be
pinpointed, and corrective actions can be taken.
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Switchgear inspection with a Permanently installed PDS Sensor

Even with an untrained individual, this
case shows how easy it is to use the
SONUS XT by simply using a Comparison
Method to test similar equipment for
the first time. Since there are several
highly similar assets at this site, it is easy
to compare one to another. Normally,
electrical assets should exhibit little
to no sound output in the ultrasonic
spectrum. So, when something is heard
it is important that the inspector take
their time in identifying the source.
The installation of Ultrasound ports or
sensors help to quickly and effectively
identify issues and can also give the
inspector the ability to record a sound
wave that is free of diffraction or
attenuation of signal.
An inspector with a basic understanding of Ultrasound was able to quickly identify a
fault condition and save his client from having an unscheduled outage. He was then
able to visually verify an inherit installation flaw in his client’s 25KV Switchgear that is
now being corrected at all of their sites also solving the mystery of some previously
unexplained failures. All of these are great things for electrical inspector and the
client. It should be noted that the inspector was able to quickly identify an issue
without having put on any special PPE nor open the equipment in an energized state.
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Recently an inspector was testing out a SONUS XT at pumping station for an oil
pipeline company. The inspector was new to using ultrasound and had not yet
received any formal training but was familiar with basic tester operation. As he
was experimenting with the SONUS on several electrical assets at one of his client’s
sites, he noticed that he was not really hearing much until he approached a 25KV
Switchgear lineup that was emitting an elevated level of decibels and a distinct sound
signature. None of the other assets had anything close to these levels he was now
detecting. He felt that the finding significant enough to call for further investigation,
so he notified his client that he had some concerns over his findings. The site
deenergized the 25KV equipment and they were able observe a clear visual indication
of the problem. Field installed cabling with bare shielding wire spiraled around it was
clearly exhibiting signs of partial discharge – white residue (HN03) on the insulation
was present and the shielding wire appeared to be corroding. Upper management
at the site were advised of the findings and have since implemented shutdowns
to fix the problem. It is suspected that other failures at the site that had occurred
previously were, in fact, due to this phenomenon but had not been fully understood.
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Ultrasound Inspection finds Fatal Flaw

